Expectations

☺
I followed directions

0-1 reminders of expectations

Needs 2 or 3 reminders to follow directions

Refuse to follow directions
Need continuous reminders to follow given directions
Not following set classroom rules

Work hard with 0-1 reminders to stay on task
Trying to do your best work
Asking for help only after trying and reading
directions
Working independently

2 or 3 reminders to keep working
Careless, sloppy work
Not clearly raising hand when needing help
Asking for help just to get teacher attention

Not working at all
Refusing to do any of the given assignment
Working, but only after being reminded over and over
Writing down anything just to say you are done
Requires one on one help to stay on task

I completed my work

Finish you assignment in the time given
Do your work correctly with few errors

Tries to finish work
May need several corrections

Does no work at all or almost no work
Refusing to participate in an activity

I was kind to others

Be polite to others (please, thank you, excuse me,
etc.)
Be honest with others
Help others
No unkind words to others
Do not make others angry

Able to problem solve and find solutions to problems
when they happen

All chair legs on the ground
Hands and feet kept to self
No running in the room or buildings
Reporting unsafe behaviors
Following all playground rules

Tipping in chair or tipping desk
Touching/ hands on other students
1 or 2 reminders to keep hands and feet to self
1 or 2 reminders to not run in the room
Only 1 reminder of playground rules at recess

Do not get out of desk without asking
Walking in line correctly
Stay in line where you start
Do not leave any area (classroom, music, PE, etc.)
without permission

1 or 2 reminders to stay at desk
Leaving line when going to other areas
Cutting off corners, not following in line
Running ahead of teacher when in line

Name-calling
Purposefully making someone else angry
Lying
Stealing
Encouraging another’s bad behavior
Tattling
Comments that upset others
Rude comments to teachers or other students
Arguing with teachers or other students
Blaming others for your behavior
Pouting
Rolling eyes or rude gestures
Running in class/halls/line
Rough housing with other students
Bullying
Threatening
Throwing things in the room or at someone
Hitting other students
Knocking over desk/chair
Many reminders to stay in seat
At desk but not sitting in chair
Slow to line up after activities
Getting into stuff you are not suppose to (Teacher’s desk,
cabinets, cubbies, etc.)
Refusing to stay at your desk
Leaving any area without permission
(classroom/lunchroom/ PE/music)
Refusing to go to Time Out
Refusing to go to assigned activity or area

Quietly working
Raise hand and wait patiently to be called on
Do not call teachers names out
No talking to other students during work time
Enter room quietly

Making noises while raising hand to get teachers
attention
Talking to other students at work time
Making noises (humming, etc.) causing others to not
be able to work
Calling out teachers names

I was on task

I was safe

I stayed in my
assigned area

I used a quiet voice

Talking out without raising your hand
Entering room in a way that disrupts others, being to loud
Continual talking out so that others are unable to work
Loud crying/tantruming

